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North India which is well known for its Hill station area covers the most famous tourist destinations
of India. North India tours enable you to explore the real traditions and heritage of India. By going on
a North India tour you will have the pleasure of visiting India's capital. Delhi, Agra and Jaipur make
up India's Golden Triangle Circuit Tour and these major cities are very well known for tourist hub in
all over the world that is pulled billions of travelers every year.

Beauty of North India is appealing and offers its travelers to grab the opportunities to explore the
wide range of majestic, mesmerizing and mystic tourist destinations. North India is one of the most
renowned and visited tourism zones in India due to its elegant monuments, famous pilgrimage
centers, wildlife sanctuaries, snow covered hill stations and many more fabulous picturesque
available during north India tours.  The major attractive cities of North India Tour include Delhi,
Rajasthan, Himachal Pradesh, Uattar Pradesh and Kashmir.

Taj Mahal in Agra is the major attractive sight seen of North India and is among the World Heritage
Site that is honored By UNESCO. There also fews famous sight seen in agra like Red fort, Fatehpur
Sikri and many more that is pulled visitors from all over the globe. Delhi is also part of north India
and it is represents Capital of India. It represents a perfect blend of ancient traditions and
modernization. It is well-known for its president House, Parliament, ancient monuments, pilgrimage
places and multi cuisines. The major attraction includes Red Fort, Birla Mandir, Parliament house,
Lotus Temple etc. North India is also well known for its holy destinations. The most revered among
them are Haridwar, Rishikesh and Varanasi etc. Himachal Pradesh is known as Dev Bhoomi due to
its well known sight seen and religious destination spots like Naina Devi, Baijnath Temple, Paonta
Sahib, Chintpurni etc.

On a tour of North India we can not forget the attention-grabbing hill stations where one can enjoy
the natural beauty of this region. Some of the outstanding snow covered hill stations places of North
India include Jammu and Kashmir, Shimla, Kullu, Manali, Dalhousie, Darjeeling and many more
which are like heaven for travel lovers and honeymooners. Rajasthan the other major travel
destination state of North India is renowned for its forts and modern complexes, elegant hotels,
Rajputana havelis and vibrant and colorful culture. It is one of the most charming cities to visit on a
North India tour. Best of well known cities of Rajasthan like a Jaipur, Udaipur, Jodhpur, Jaisalmer
etc. The beauty of Thar dessert makes the visitors mesmerized with its golden sea of sand.

Tourists also feel the thrilling attraction to enjoy the adventure of Camel Safari during North India
Tour. An extensive variety of North India tour packages are offered to choose from that will surely
impress the travelers with their outstanding features. So don't wait and plan a tour to North India
and know-how the real taste of India.
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